DIRECTORATE of ADMISSIONS and COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS
University of Kashmir

Selection Notification No.: 1 of 2018
LLM and BA-LLB programmes

The candidates whose particulars are mentioned below have been selected provisionally for perusing 2-Year LLM and 5-Year BA-LLB programmes at the Department of Law, University of Kashmir, Srinagar purely on the basis of merit obtained in the Entrance Test and preference given by the candidates. The admission of the candidates is subject to:

1. Production of all relevant original documents [Marks Card/s of qualifying examinations, State Subject certificate, Character, Reserved Category Certificate (wherever applicable except OSJ) and Provisional certificates of the Institution last attended];
2. Fulfilling of minimum required eligibility conditions to be verified by the concerned Department;
3. Production of an affidavit sworn in before 1st Class Magistrate stating that:
   - I am not on rolls of any Institution;
   - All the submitted certificates/documents are genuine;
   - I have not availed the benefit of the reserved category certificate for pursuing any UG Programme earlier (if seeking admission under Reserved Category);
   - I shall strictly adhere to the rules and regulations of the University in toto;
   - I understand that in case of any misinformation or concealment of any information or indiscipline or the certificates/documents submitted by me are not genuine or incomplete in any respect as on last date prescribed for submission of On-line Application Form, my admission to the course shall be cancelled and I shall be subjected to legal action;
   - I submit this affidavit under free will without any pressure, compulsion, fraud or coercion.

The provisionally selected candidates shall approach, along with all the relevant original certificates and self attested Xerox copies of certificates/documents to the concerned Head of the Department for completion of admission related formalities from 24th of July, 2018 to 31st of July, 2018. Any provisionally selected candidate, failing to complete the admission formalities by 31st of July, 2018, shall forfeit his/her right to admission and the resultant vacancy (ies), if any, shall be filled up from waiting list. Notification for admission against Self Finance Seats shall be issued on 31st of July, 2018. Please note that all Notifications shall be made available only on the official website of the University and no Notice shall be published in print media.

2-Year LLM
Open Merit:-
300017, 300024, 300026, 300051, 300037, 300088, 300106, 300020, 300019
Reserved Category (ies):-
(RBA) 300057; (CDP) 300059

5-Year BA-LLB
Open Merit:-
550577, 550325, 550347, 550014, 550988, 550696, 550500, 550285, 551266, 550225, 550996, 550132, 551039, 550212, 550289, 550937, 550265, 550183, 550581, 550345, 551136, 550891, 550676, 550389, 550821, 550005, 550330, 550320, 550794, 550508, 550552, 551178, 550024, 550336, 550432, 550493, 550791, 550572, 550124, 551235, 550067
Reserved Category (ies):-
(ST) 550239; (RBA) 550475, 550836, 550020, 550969, 550044; (WUP) 550192; (CDP) 550036; (Sports) 550110; (OSJ) 550947; (SN) 550395
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Director
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